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The 12 Universal Lineages
The 12 universal or racial lineages of the full cosmos we are part of
bridge into, or are run by, the central sun where the principles and
laws that govern the 12 universes and their realities, are positioned.
As we learned in Modern History – here updated and expanded:
The Setup of Our Reality
The original set up of our solar system (stellar level since our sun is a
star) is built from a core with rays, called the central sun. Each ray
denotes a type of consciousness and the energetic-organic genetics
that can unfold from that giving the directions, the intentions and the
purposes of that ray. A ray is also called a law or a principle.
Each law or principle governs the energies of a reality and the
progression we can achieve in that reality or world. Progression is to
build completed and developed consciousness units into our dyadic
structure.
The Dyad

The Consciousness
Potentials

The Developed
Consciousness Units
We develop our dyad by transforming the energies of the realities we take
part of following the principles expressed in actions and creations. From that
we develop the consciousness potentials into completed consciousness units
in the dyad, and from that we are able to express ourselves into higher and
more advanced lifeforms.
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This means that if we complete the transformation of energy and
consciousness in that world, under the laws or rays of that reality, we
complete an evolutionary cycle. So, to master each reality and its laws
– because there are often more than one principle governing that
reality – we have to complete the cycle by understanding, expressing
and living the full capacity of these principles in the reality we are
part of to develop our consciousness potentials, called consciousness
genetics. The reality and its principles are the energies and laws we
are to master to develop our full consciousness potentials.
The human races here under the different projects would unfold,
in their individual pockets of our reality, their type of consciousness
using the different energetic features unfolded from the central sun.
The realities in our solar system hold different forms of energy
ranging from terrestrial (3 to 4 world setup) to the systemic (stellar or
5-8 worlds) and up to the schematic (galactic or 9-12 worlds), creating
a manifold of reality fields to master. All the levels are encompassed
into a universe (cosmic level).
The central sun with its rays is an advanced type of holographicconscious construction. It is composed of code streams of coded
energy (rays) and holds all the possibilities and the principles of all
evolutions that can be unfolded in our scheme. The rays were coded
into the central sun by the cosmic races, which had developed past
the 12 cycles of full human evolution and their 12 races and realities.
These cosmic races are called the Ancient Ones. They are not
gods or creators, in the sense we have been induced with in our
world, but simply very large, completed consciousness entities, which
have left the schematic evolutions of triads.1 These races have now
gone into the evolutions of the dyads, consisting of nothing more
than consciousness and energy developing the combinations of these
as consciousness altering energy into new triadic schemes, expressing
1

Triads are energy, consciousness and holographic-organic forms.
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their consciousness as the principles of all that has gone before and
all that will come.
There is therefore no creational beginning and no end. There is
only continuous evolution that builds on the evolutions of the ones
that went before us. There are fields of energy and clusters of
consciousness that change and develop as the fields and the clusters
merge and interfere with each other. Perhaps there once were a soup
of pure energy and pure genetics and if so, nobody knows where this
came from.
The Ancient Ones would tell the first races of their reality fields,
that these fields and clusters were remnants of even older full human
civilizations from adjacent universes beyond our understanding and
that consciousness and energy as the two main principles of all there
is, are eternal and infinite.
Thus, there is no point in trying to find the origin or the creator of
this because as you search within yourself, and your consciousness
genetics for this answer, you are only brought through the layers of
the full human races that came before you and are now part of your
reality field, emplaced into the grids of the worlds, you are taking part
of. When we begin talking about the origin of our world and our
universe, we face the same issues. The point of origin, its purpose and
why we are here all depends on the racial lineage, you as a triad
belongs to.
In our universe, the main triadic evolutions aka cycles2 were what
we call full humans. I use that terminology to differ from the lesser
type of human we unfold in our world today. In our universe, most of
the ancient human races and civilizations ended their path of
progression and moved on into dyadic universes, unfolding their
spherical dyadic structure of consciousness and energy in new
settings of bright light (high potential consciousness) and no
2

Read the Souls of Humanity to understand about the cycles.
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resistance (high potential energy). They left behind the central sun
construction, the different developmental projects, the grids and the
advanced technologies, they had used to develop their triadic
structures and worlds.
The Original Races
Terrestrial human races work with the core principles in the 3rd to 4th
cycles unfolding their consciousness, aka consciousness genetics3
from their dyad into energy settings in the realities developing in
these cycles, using triadic holographic-organic forms to generate
pockets or worlds.
Systemic human races work with the systemic principles in the 5th
to 8th cycles unfolding their consciousness units from their dyad into
energy settings in these realities, using triadic holographic-organic
forms to generate worlds.
Schematic human races work with the reality field principles in
the 9th to 12th cycles unfolding their consciousness units from their
dyad into energy settings in these realities, using triadic holographicorganic forms to generate worlds.
Completed or full human races work with the universal principles
or the central sun itself, unfolding its hidden energies in the 12th to
infinite lesser cycles, altering the triadic template in full to become a
sphere of principles, high potential consciousness and high potential
energy.
The ancient worlds were left behind and as such our solar system
had played out its role. The worlds, the technology and the pockets
were left behind and the genetic remnants of the first full human
races were left behind in the grids, keeping the racial memories of
3

I call the consciousness units for genetics because they can be altered and modified,
like the organic or bio-DNA and are combined in a similar fashion to unfold the
holographic-organic form and what it can develop of knowledge in its energy setting.
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these races intact, hidden in the holographic-organic programs
running the different worlds. This solar system became what is known
as a genetic library. Now, it is common for universes, solar systems
and schemes to be left behind like this, and in the first run throughs
of all universes, these genetic libraries are respected and honored as
part of our past. The full human races that descend, i.e. future
human, which originated from the old systems, code travel back to
them, using the code streams of consciousness.
This method is based upon focused consciousness stemming from
the racial genetics, we have in our future triadic holographic organic
forms and from that use technology to look “back in time” and link up
to the genetics in the grids, and the former field versions of us, and
from that explore and review the ancient pasts as part of these, but
only in energetic-holographic forms. There are strict rules not to
travel back in time to revive or interfere with these ancient universes
since the evolutions, and their races, in many ways are connected to
them via the genetic link up in the grids and remaining fields in the
pockets, holding the imprints of the ancient races.
Thus, out of respect and not to mess with the dyads in their new
settings, these ancient worlds are left to exist as long as the dyads
want them to exist. At some point the dyads “look back” and from
that dissolve these systems and worlds, when they are ready to move
into the highest state evolutions. Then these ancient systems and
their worlds dissolve and are re-cycled (transmuted) into new energy
units in other schemes.
Now, there are also rules amongst universes and what type of
evolution that unfolds there. This sector, including our universe, is
what is called ancient racial lineages going back to the Ancient Ones
but there are other human races out there, which are further back in
their evolutions, the so-called 3rd cycle, where the spatial properties
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of space and forms are developed, as well as the 4th cycles, where the
triadic forms turn into manifest forms.
As I write in The Secret Blog
Our Solar System was developed by the Ancient Races that created
our system as part of their newly engineered universe.
Now, there are many universes, of which ours is one. In terms of
understanding how to manage and develop our reality field, we have
to understand what our solar system is and how it is engineered. How
to master the energies here, and the consciousness, we can develop
from that.
I have written about our Universe in my books, such as the Souls
of Humanity as well as in Modern History, and for the full
understanding and insight, I can only urge you to read these books.
Thus, here I will give a short account for our understanding to
that we can work with the new type of humans, we are to become.
And I have added my new level of information to my earlier work.
In the distant universes in the proximity to our universe, the
Ancient Human Races had completed their evolutionary cycles and
where ready to move onto the next level of evolution; i.e. beyond the
physical manifestations, using energy and consciousness to do so.
In all forms of evolution, when one race is ready to move on, a
giving over has to be made. A giving over is when a human or
humanoid leaves a reality field, and to be able to release and move
on, the gathered energy of that human or humanoid, including the
technology and information going with that, have to be given to the
ones that have chosen to remain and continue to work in that reality
field.
It is like in a job situation, if you quit, you have to give over to the
one that takes over your job.
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The Ancient Human Races had to do the same, and our universe
and solar system became the point where the given over of energy,
technology and information could take place, so they could move on.
Now, these races had completed their evolutionary cycles in full,
so the given over was not a small thing. It had to be on a grand scale,
and it was not just one race but several that were ready to move on.
Consequently, they went together and created what is called the
Workstations.
The workstations, of which there are 12, are what generate and
extend from the central sun, i.e. the core of our reality that sets up
the principles and their rays from which all energy, technology and
information are administered. However, only few of the workstations
of the humanoid races are in operation today, creating the 5
timelines our current humanity, which are part of the humanoid
races, need to complete for the completion of their evolutionary
cycles in our solar system.
The other workstations, timelines and human races, completed in
the first run through of our solar system before it fell under the hands
of the regressed races during Atlantis some 50.000 years ago as the
lesser developed humans of the first run through in the 6th cycle
decided to reverse and alter all history of the remaining 5 timelines
and their human projects.
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The Central Sun
The 12 Universal Lineages is governed by the 12 rays of the central
sun, setting the principles of energy and consciousness of the 12
racial lineages in their worlds and workstations.
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The Two Main Universal Lineages
The 2 universal consciousness lineages of humanoid and full human
races are controlled from the workstations in the core and the
worlds, which extend from the workstations. Here only shown one
petal.
Humanoid

Full Human

Vega

12

11 Worlds

Nibiru

10

9 Worlds

Orion

8

7 Worlds

Sirius

6

5 Worlds
Worlds

4

3 Worlds
Worlds
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12 Worlds

Lyra

11

10 Worlds

Ursa Major

9

8 Worlds

7

6 Worlds

5
0

4 Worlds
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Andromeda

Old Pleiades

The Workstations
Below is shown one workstation, operating to develop the full human
consciousness in the 7th dimension with its 6 worlds expressing the
energies of that world aka densities, range from 6th to the 7th density
aka reality fields unfolding the human evolutionary cycles from the 6th
to the 7th.
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Below is shown a workstation, operating to develop the humanoid
consciousness structure from the 6th dimension with its 5 worlds
utilizing the 5th to the 6th densities in worlds aka reality fields
unfolding the evolutionary cycles of the 5th to the 6th cycle.
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The Set Up of the Workstations

What is a Workstation?
A workstation is a core operating center with a number of worlds,
reality fields, attached to it. The best image I can offer is to for you to
envision a huge laboratory but naturally with highly advanced
technology and highly advanced humans working there.
A workstation is a reality field on its own, and it is the core
operational center of the human developmental projects in the
adjacent worlds that are administered by that higher dimensional
race. The workstation is not just a space station with labs, technology
and so forth, it is also the core facility of that dimension and in the 5 th
dimension where the workstation is, if we take that as an example,
the workstation is part of a 5th dimensional reality too, as in when you
leave the workstation, you walk into a 5th dimensional world of 5th
dimensional humans living in cities etc.
The Basic 4 Worlds of Full Human Universal Strands
The human developmental projects of the basic 4 worlds are under
the 5th dimensional races of the stellar constellations of Polaris. These
four worlds and their humans go back to the Houses of Lyra, where
the 12 worlds were divided between 12 full human lineages, of which
the Houses of the Lion, the Bear, the Eagle and Virgo where the four
main ones that replicated their genetic structures into the human
developmental projects in the 4th dimension of the human projects
utilizing the energies of the 4th density into four cycles of evolution,
i.e. the 4th evolutionary cycle.
The 4th evolutionary cycle human projects were administered
from the workstation in the 5th dimension operated by the human
16

races in the other workstations, which had competed the 4th cycle
and had entered the 5th cycle, operating that workstation and
overseeing these human projects.
The basic 4 human worlds with the 5th dimensional work station
under the Joint 4 Stellar or Systemic Human Races of Polaris
Earth People
Solar-fire People

5

Water People

Air People

The full human basic human developmental projects begin with the
4th worlders aka the earth people, the sea people, the air people and
the fire people. These are now part of what is called the hidden
people of “inner earth” aka the original 5th dimension of our reality
field.
The Basic 3 Worlds of Universal Humanoid Strands
In contrast, the lowest level of the universal humanoid strand is the
3rd density worlds, with the core operational center in the 4th
dimension unfolding the reptilian, insectoid and android lifeforms.
The three worlds were originally part of the Maldakian worlds and
their ancient human projects in the 3rd cycle including the infusion of
17

the humans from the Lunar scheme. All these human projects failed.
Their 4th dimension is different from the 4th dimension of the full
humans because of the variances in the consciousness units, aka
consciousness genetics between these two universal strands.
Now, the humanoid races used to be human too, but regressed
into humanoid (insectoid, avian, reptoid, mammal) lifeforms due to
genetic experiments.4
The basic 3 humanoid worlds with the 4th dimensional work station
under the Joint 3 Stellar or Systemic Humanoid Races
Reptilians

4
Androids

Insectoids

Due to the implementation of the inverted tower into our world by
the regressed races of the humanoid universal lineages, the 4th and
5th dimensions of their worlds and workstations are the first
dimensions we connect to when we activate our template or genetic
energy system, because of changes in our original template, which
now holds a lot of humanoid genetics. This is due to different

4

I have written about this in the Souls of Humanity.
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developmental projects we participated in to assist the humanoids to
clear out their distortions, or as attempts to clear out the malevolent
genome called the Leviathan genome as well as the infection that
arose in the Orion workstations, pulling in old spatial energies from
the 3rd cycle into the higher dimensions.5 In our attempt to assist the
humanoid races many of the original full human projects participated
and to be able to enter the humanoid universal strand, we inserted
their genetics in a for the occasion engineered template. A template
that is not natural to some of the old full human races.
Naturally, there are the templates in humans today that stem
from the military projects of the humanoid universal strand under the
Zetas and Nazis as well as the templates and bio-DNA engineering
that goes with the hybrids aka the enhanced humans as well as the
advanced humans. So, a lot has been mixed up and our work is
naturally to clear out these insertions, technologies etc. that keep us
stuck in the humanoid universal tower, if we are full humans or to
clear out the genetics of the lower 3rd world set up, if we have a
humanoid template or we are a military project. Only if the lower 3rd
world genetics are cleared out, are we free of the regressed reptilian,
android and insectoid races that controls the lowest densities of the
humanoid universal strand.
The 6 human worlds, with the 7th dimensional workstation, were
overseen by the old original Pleiadian races. Most of the original
Pleiadian races are now extinct due to the Orion-Pleiadian wars,
taking out these races and enslaving them in the Orion system or as
part of their humanoid projects. So, that workstation needs to be
restored.

5

I write about the timeline event in the Souls of Humanity and in Modern History.
You can also read about different aspects of this story in the free material I have in
my blogs as well as look into the first video in HAL Talks with Randi Green.
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The old Pleiadian workstation operated to develop the full human
consciousness in the 7th dimension with its 6 worlds expressing the
stellar systemic energies, ranging from 6th to the 7th density aka
reality fields unfolding the human evolutionary cycles from the 6th to
the 7th.
Below the workstation, operating to develop the Sirian humanoid
consciousness structure from the 6th dimension with its 5 worlds
utilizing the 5th to the 6th densities in these reality fields unfolding the
evolutionary cycles of the 5th to the 6th cycle.
The 5 humanoid worlds with the 6th dimensional workstation
under the Stellar or Systemic humanoid races of the Sirius system.
Most are now infected or regressed, and an attempt was made to
restore these lineages in the Atlantean project under the Cross to get
rid of the Orion infection.6

Original Pleiadian Work
Station and their 6 worlds

7

6

I explain these projects in my book Modern History.
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Original Sirian Work
Station and their 5 worlds

6

Today the Sirian workstation has been restored using the old human
projects to do so under the full humans in Atlantis and other similar
projects in Egypt (first under the full humans in benevolent projects;
then later taken over by the Orions enslaving the humans) and in the
military projects of our time.
This means that we now have new 5th density races that are
human-humanoid. They are the enhanced and advanced humans as
well as the higher versions of the reptilian-humans, insectoid-humans
and android-humans.
These are the ones we will face, once we have cleared and
restored the distortions in our human emotional and mental fields,
and activated our template after the clearing of this, removing all
forms of enslavement and blocking technology, energetic parasites
etc.
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The Restored 6th Sirian work station with its 5th density humanhumanoid races etc.

Sirian-Pleiadian-Orion
Humanoids (Aliens)

Advanced Humans
aka HumanoidHumans

Reptilian-Humans
aka new Reptoid

6
Enhanced Humans
aka Grey Hybrids

Insectoid-Humans
aka Mantids

A Full Human
A full human is an old expression developed by the Ancient Races that
created our system as part of their newly engineered universe.
Now, there are many universes, of which ours is one. In our
understanding of what a full human is, we also have to understand
what our solar system is and how it is engineered. Click here to read
the post explaining this.
To say it in short sentences what a full human is:
- A human from our solar system that has completed all the
evolutionary cycles here (some completed in the first run through).
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- A human from an adjacent system having taken some of the cycles
there and come here to complete the rest of the cycles with what our
solar system offers.
- A humanoid from a parallel universe having completed most cycles
there and come here to become a complete human, since the
humanoids carry a different type of genetics which can be altered
into human here.
- A human from any system that has mastered the 12 rays of our
system and completed all timelines in one or many cycles.
Thus, a full human is in essence a completed human mastering all
forms of energy and consciousness, having taken different "degrees"
using the 12 rays, the timelines and the evolutionary cycles in all
reality fields in our system to complete his or her progression journey
to be able to transfer, by will and choice, to other universes or, to
higher density parallel reality fields beyond the manifestation planes
of existence going into pure consciousness and energy realities (these
are not the plasma or light body realities, since they per definition are
higher forms of manifestation or organic matter forms).
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An illustration of the Fields, or layers, a Full Human is composed of

1. The Dyadic Layer
2. The Consciousness Layer
3. The Energy Layer
4. The Template Layer

5. The Bio-Energetic Layer
including the mind-field
and emotional field

The Fivefold Holographic-Organic Energy System
Your fivefold holographic-organic energy system stretches beyond
your physical body. The original fivefold energy system once was
composed of the dyad, the consciousness layer, the energetic layer,
the template layer and the holographic-organic field with its heart
and brain fields. Today our energy system has been downgraded into
the lower fields composed of the distorted mental field, emotional
field and the bio-molecular electromagnetic field; all generating the
physical body with its mental and emotional processes. The goal is to
transform these to their original version and in that regain the access
to our highest potentials, and with that the ability to do the
24

progression work to realign with the highest energetic standards, the
highest principles and the highest progression rate of the original
humanities of this reality field.
The chosen lifestyle and energy work should honor the higher
consciousness-genetic composition in the template, to avoid creating
further distortion energies in the lower fields, which means that the
consciousness and energy genetic lineage and heritage should be
known and from that understanding adapt the energy work and
expressed lifestyle according to the composition to outlive the
potentials of the consciousness-genetic in the template into physical
form and its three fields to clear these of their distortions. Or, if
needed to delete and erase the template consciousness-genetic to
allow for a fuller functional bio-DNA structure, using the resurfacing –
via the clearing work - original human consciousness-genetic to build
up a new holographic template. The work with the template is a
matter of taking back your responsibility for creating and honoring
life in this solar system and allow your template to be able to unfold
potential life, energy and consciousness in the correct progression
cycle as manifest or expressed life. We are to go for the highest
progression rate (consciousness integration via the brain field), the
highest principles (correct interaction potentials with our system via
the sensing level aka the heart field) and the highest energetic
standards (expressed manifest form from the other two – energy and
consciousness – creating our physical form), our system offers.
The progression cycle of life goes from potential life, to expressed life,
using energy and consciousness to do so in a moving forward
progression, leading to higher potential expressed life of
consciousness and energy. That is the outgoing spiral, generating
more life, energy and consciousness as the potential life is pulled into
25

our physical form by the different forms of energy we use
(developmental programs in our system interpreted as perception of
our reality inner and outer), and the consciousness that is developed
from that use into our brain expanding its perception sphere into
higher ordered systems, ranging from personal, to others, to societal,
to systemic, to universal and so forth.
Thus, as taught in the HAL Basics the goal is to get rid of……
1) All prohibitors i.e. energy web, snakes and parasites in the heart
field and organ area bringing the energy production down. These
mainly originates from wrongful use of emotions as well as wrong
diet, including attached technology in the template.
2) All limited belief systems and emotional settings, causing
restriction in perception and thus lowers the correct forms of
energies in the heart and brain fields.
3) But most important: Go for the activation of your original energy
system that leads to the highest progression, highest principles and
the highest energetic standards of the full human template. These
will push out all the other stuff.
Go to the HAL Basics.
Read the e-book on the Higher Awareness Lifestyle.
Get more free e-books and inspiration in HAL Living.
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Sitting at the Feet of Miriam

“How is it to do the progression work with a man remembering all
your incarnations together,” I asked Miriam one of the days I was
sitting at her feet, being taught her wisdom.
“Being in a joint relationship of knowledge, understanding and
full perspective of who we are and what we can become has its
challenges. Not as you might understand it from your current
perspective, since that is limited, but from a full human perspective
as part of the grand progression of the male and female
consciousness.
The challenges are all about the correct use of energy adjusted to
our different approaches of how to develop our universal strand and
the races this bridges into, in the different worlds. How are we to use
the energy in that situation, and how are we to respond to the
situation itself, as it presents itself to us.
The joining of our energy and consciousness, as a progression
couple, will lead to the answer. It is not a matter of his or my
perspective but about the collection of energies that situation
represents. All situations in life represent an energetic enigma, a
mystery if you like, of progression possibilities and options, which
lead to the highest progression rate and responsibility of expressing
life and the laws of life, aka the core principles of our united 12
universal strands of races. The wisdom within guides you in this.
The core of our being is the way. That core unfolds the principles
of the central sun into a developmental path, shone into the worlds
you are part of, and reflected in what is mirrored back to you to work
with to master the energy and consciousness of that world. We, as a
couple, use that to reflect the highest progression rate in the
27

situation by presenting the opposites in it, the possibilities in it, the
results of it and the new prospects or timelines it will create for the
situation. Our joint consciousness and energies show this to us so that
we will know the next step to take. The sum of energy and everything
we are, will be reflected into the past, present and future of our core
energy and consciousness.”
I was trying to grasp what she said. In many ways, I did not
understand but I understood the energy of it because I felt it in my
heart field and as she spoke my mind bent to it in new ways. I
understood that I had to redefine what a relationship between males
and females was between two forms of higher consciousness.
“Miriam, what is the female consciousness. How is it expressed?”
I wanted to know.
“The highest form of female consciousness goes with the
understanding of unity. Of no division in yourself and in others. It is
the understanding that you energetically stand together and connect,
and there is only unity and oneness. We work for the highest good of
the many. Not of the individual. Through the female consciousness,
oneness of life and the good of the many can flow in from the higher
levels of your being. From the dyad. Female consciousness allows for
the dyad to come back in. That is why it is called wisdom and unity
because when you stand in the light of the female consciousness, you
stand in unity with your dyad, yourself, others and the worlds, you
have been part of. The female consciousness represents the purest
and highest form of energy into which consciousness can unfold in
unity. It undoes division and separation.”
“And what about the male consciousness,” was my next question.
“The male consciousness works in different ways. It generates the
powers that set things in motion. It pushes things to movement and,
you could say, separation but not in a bad way. That came later.
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The male consciousness needs room to move, room to spread
into worlds and universes, or spaces, whereas the female
consciousness leads to unity and the details, which are needed to
generate timelines, grids and lifeforms in that space as well as
balancing the effects of what is seeded by the male consciousness.
The understanding of the details is the wisdom of the female
consciousness.
The male equivalent to wisdom is knowledge. Diversity,
expansion and knowledge. Knowledge of progression and movement.
The true relationship between a male and a female human should
therefore be the dynamics between these two forces of
consciousness, expressing two different ways of using the energies of
our system. Our work here is to reunite the two oppositions to create
balance between the forces, which we now refer to as the pillars in all
of their different forms.”
“So, are we to unite the male and female inside of ourselves?” I
asked.
“No, that would be the wrong understanding of why a man and a
woman pair up to progress in this system. The function of a
progression couple is not to become two mirrors of the same forces
or powers but to supplement and accompany the other form of
energy shown in the male or the female. This means that the female
must rest entirely in her wisdom and unity, and he most rest entirely
in his diversity and movement. None of them must be distorted in the
joint work. The female must stand unified in her wisdom, and he
must stand diverse in his movement. It rests on choices of how to use
and express energy to embed the dyadic forces into our bodies. We
cannot mix up. Only in the 6th density can we begin to unify ourselves
as an entire being. Until then, we are the energy of our gender,
learning to express that as a pure, highest potential dyadic energy,
expressed into form.”
29

Sitting at the Feet of Joshua

“How is it to live with a woman remembering all your incarnations
together,” I asked Joshua one of the days I was sitting at his feet,
being taught his knowledge.
“Being with a woman like Miriam is a challenge for me because I
have never really joint up like this before. This is the first time we play
out that connection between two forms of races and types of
consciousness. Her dyad is older than mine and I have barely let go of
the 4th cycle before we began this mission here. She is older and has
done more in her system but again, not in the ways we play out our
progression here.”
“What is the male consciousness,” I asked to get his perspective
on it.
“Before I came here, I did not think in the terms of male and
female. I just was. I was me, my dyad, and all that I had experienced. I
was barely aware that there were two forms of consciousness. For
me there was only one, and that was the one I expressed and the
path, choices and options that led to for me. Then I got this mission
granted and I took it to explore more of myself and develop more
capacity to grow. It was a conscious choice of progression. It would
assist me to progress further. So, I said yes. Working within the
framework of a specific type of energies and their cycles, i.e. the 4th
to 6th cycles, as well as within the limitations of the male
consciousness as it is expressed in this system, is a huge challenge for
me. I struggle to adapt to it and it appears to be easier for Miriam to
adapt with her female consciousness structure. She knows how to use
it in a better way due to her unity energy and wisdom whereas my
heart and brain fields work in a different way. My brain field tends to
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spread out, diverse what I try to grasp, divide what I try to unify and
at the same time forces me to move, develop and create with the
diversity. It is like a force that pushes me forward and I can barely
control it or get a grip of its dynamics. And it appears to me that I all
the time scatter what we try to build up,” Joshua said.
“So, in a way you could say that you break down, or scatter what
she builds?” I tried to grasp the implications of what he had said to
me.
“No, it is like a breath of dynamics between unity and diversity,
meet up and spilt apart. Retract, contract and extract. These are
forces of this system. Unity-diversity. Wisdom-knowledge. The last
pair; wisdom and knowledge go with the ability to work with details
in energy in full knowledge. Knowledge is the understanding of how
to use the energies in the correct way in a world. Wisdom defines the
energies, whereas knowledge puts this into work and creation,” was
his response to my question.
“This means,” I said, “that the females of our system are to learn
the wisdom-unity of their core being, and the males have to learn
knowledge-diversity, right?”
“Yes,” Joshua replied.
“And that the female is to learn to work with the different ways
the male consciousness expresses itself to progress fully and in
completion, as well as the male is to learn to work with the different
ways of the female consciousness expresses itself to progress fully
and in completion of his work here?” I asked.
“Correct,” was I answer I got from him.
“So, the role for us in this world is not to figure out how the
partner, we team up with, works but to figure out how we respond
correctly to him or her, and how we progress in the energy he or she
represents to us, to complete us, and vice versa?”
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“Males and females in this world, as a couple are to learn to
mirror the differences in the energies and the outcome these bring
about in the joint progression work. Without losing the perspective of
your sovereignly and inner beingness, you both hold because aside
from the ways this universal system forces us into male and female
forms of consciousness, is not what we entirely are. We were
something else before we came here and that will influence the ways
our male and female consciousness expresses itself.”
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